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FAIR-EASE
Building an interdomain digital architecture for distributed and

integrated use of environmental data

FAIR-EASE Data Discovery
and Access

Interdisciplinary Service 

FAIR-EASE Virtual
environments
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Earth Critical
Zone

Coastal Water
Dynamics

Focuses on the coastal marine
environment near river estuaries, where
important processes take place.

Volcano space
observatory

Ocean Bio-
Geochemical

Marine Omics

Improve analytics model specific to the
earth critival zone. Monitors land and soil
degradation. Monitors global volcanic activity, allowing

the focus on any major volcanic eruption
worldwide. Aggregating remote sensing
observations from the solid earth and the
atmosphere Addresses fundamental scientific

questions regarding the health of marine
ecosystems (e.g. ocean acidification, ...)

and needs for ocean resource
management. Analyses of spatial- and time-

comparable marine microbial
metagenomics data sets for the
exploration of biodiversity and its
correlations with environmental quality

THE EARTH SYSTEM
By Fair-Ease The Earth System is a complex and dynamic system that encompasses

the interactions between the atmosphere, oceans, land, and biosphere. 

Five pilots  concerning applications for real-life science use-cases   
came with their specific needs in virtual research environments



A community driven platform  popular
in other domains

Reusing the existing : 2 subdomains of Galaxy
europe inspiring Fair-Ease, the climate and

ecology ones

FAIR by design

Accessibility
Reproducibility
Transparency

Community work

Opensource web platform for sharing and processing
research data





GALAXY
FEATURES



Best practices

Atomisation
Divided in elementary

bricks

Generalisation
Standardised tools

Riguous
Peer review

FAIR
Tool name, id,
description, ...

Open source
platform for
everyone

One tool for
multiple kind of
datasets

To be chained in
different
workflows



Standardisation
AN XML FILE FOR EACH TOOL

Each script (python, R, java ...) is linked to a

“wrapper”, the xml file, where some necessary

info must be written.



Batch tools
Inputs parameters into a formular, execute
the tool and directly retrieve the wanted
outputs. NO need for any informatic skills

Jupyterlab tools
Interactive tools that can be launched with
specific environment and set of notebooks
(DIVAnd, Holoviz, Copernicus Data Space
Ecosystem, Pangeo, ...)

Desktop tools
Intercative tools that can be launched
through Galaxy and allow you to have
desktop applications launched in a browser
window (QGIS, ODV, ...)



Allows better understanding
of an analysis

Allows researchers to
combine tools

Allows to create different
kind of analysis 

Smaller scripts easier to read Can combine tools to have a full
operationnal workflow

Can use the tool with different
ones and have multiple workflows

Atomisation
CREATE WORKFLOWS FROM ELEMENTARY BRICKS



Allows better understanding
of an analysis

Allows researchers to
combine tools

Allows to create different
kind of analysis 

Smaller scripts easier to read Can combine tools to have a full
operationnal workflow

Can use the tool with different
ones and have multiple workflows

Atomisation
CREATE WORKFLOWS FROM ELEMENTARY BRICKS



The Galaxy
Training
Network

Tutorials
Classes and courses
Pathways

An easy way to learn galaxy and improve your skills
on various domains for instance a set of tuto are
available on FAIR management



Create tools
As explained you can easily create tools
(interactive or not) with an xml file

Set up a workflow
Can be shared, published, runned, ...
Workflows with human in the loop : jupyterlab,
desktop applications, ...
Fully automatic workflows : click button tools without
any knowledge in programmation

Write a tutorial
Easily wrote in markdown
Lot of guides on how to write the perfect
tutorial
Can even be extracted from the workflow.



OUR TOOLS
AND

WORKFLOWS



This aggregated dataset contains all
unrestricted EMODnet Chemistry

data on eutrophication and acidity
and covers the Mediterranean Sea. 



First, use of Ocean Data View (ODV) to subset the data1.
Second, Use of DIVAnd in a notebook and its proper

jupyterlab to create a climatology
2.

Third, Visualise the phosphate variable with ODV3.







First, choose if you want biogeochemical or
physical Argo data and retrieve them

1.

Second, use of pangeo tools to clean the data,
extract the metadata and subset the data 

2.

Third, Visualise the Argo data with ODV3.
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What you need to keep in mind !
Galaxy is an open-source platform for FAIR data
analysis that enables users to:

Use tools from various domains (that can be
plugged into workflows) through its graphical web
interface.

Run code in interactive environments (RStudio,
Jupyter...) along with other tools or workflows.

Manage data by sharing and publishing results,
workflows, and visualizations.

Ensure reproducibility by capturing the necessary
information to repeat and understand data
analyses.

The Galaxy Community is actively involved in helping
the ecosystem improve and sharing scientific
discoveries.

Creation of tools (Conda,
Docker and xml)

Github review and
community help

Collaboration
and creation
of workflows

Tutorials and
communication
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